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Abstract:
The process of ageing is inevitable, and while we gain one chronological year with the passing of each birthday,
the biological outlook among individuals is variable. A growing body of evidence shows that the interactions of
intrinsic and extrinsic factors, i.e. molecular states (e.g. epigenomic) together with environmental factors and
macroscopic stressors (e.g. social determinants, disparities) contribute to the rates of ageing in individuals.
However, it is unclear how the underlying molecular states of an individual relate to their clinical ageing outlook.
We postulate that studying age-associated changes at the intermediate length scale of cells–between the larger
length scale of organs and tissues and the smaller length scales of molecules–may provide a key link to
understand the inter-relation among ageing scales. Populations of cells display dynamic and heterogeneous
phenotypes in the context of health and disease. As integrators of molecular signals, cells offer a sensitive mesoscale view of ageing, with cellular dysfunctions likely occurring prior to the manifestation of age-related diseases
at the clinical level. This suggests that essential ageing information may be encoded within cellular properties.
In my seminar I will present data that seeks to answer three key questions, 1) is ageing information encoded
within biophysical properties of cells? and 2) can cellular properties determine the cellular biological age of
healthy individuals, and 3) how is this ageing information encoded by/within cells?
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